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ABSTRACT 

 

Along  with  the  growth  of  the  national  economy,  the  greater  the  demand  for  electricity  supply 

nationwide. Benefits of electricity that can be used directly in everyday life that is for light, as an 

energy source, as an entertainment infrastructure, producing heat and as a producer of motion. However, 

not all electricity needs can be met by the State electricity company (PLN) in view of the new 

Indonesian electrification ratio reached 88.30% and many inhabited islands were untouched by 

electricity, one of which is P.Romang in Southwest Maluku district. The results of this study indicate 

that Romang Island holds the potential of renewable energy, with details for the solar power potential 

of 5.1 kWh / m2 and wind of 5.1 m / s. This potential is feasible to be used for solar power generation 

and wind power generation fired plant. Therefore, needs electrical energy needs by renewable energy 

Using the method of cost benefit analysis (CBA) and ELECTRE IIII result SPP and fired plant to be 

developed, but more SPP provides benefits in accordance with the results of the calculation method 

of the CBA. The results of the calculation of NPV and IRR calculations show numbers for SPP is Rp 

135,189,336,609.72    (interest    rate    of    6%),    Rp    119,259,549,108.26    (9%    interest),    Rp 
 

111,332,148,055.47   and   fired   plant   is   USD   174   985   410   781,   98   (6%   interest),   Rp 
 

156,111,067,510.21  (9% interest),  Rp  146,025,482,870.77  (11%).  IRR for the  SPP is 24% (6% 

interest), 28% (9% interest), 31% (11%) and thermal power station is 23% (6% interest), 28% (9% 

interest), 31% ( interest 11%). This result deserves to be developed against both types of these 

plants. 

 

 

Keywords : Renewable energy, solar power, thermal power station, CBA, ELECTRE IIII 
 

1.       INTRODUCTION. 
 

Energy is a fundamental requirement in 

the modern era, are directly related to the 

welfare  and  prosperity of  life and  the  world 

today requires a large energy supply (Mandal 

et al., 2017), As well needs national electricity 

consumption will continue to increase with the 

growth rate of the national economy. The 

increase  of  energy  demand  in  the  world  in 

1970  and  the  increasing  almost  doubled  in 

1997, and the growth of about 57% in 2004 - 
 

2030,   it  is  an  alarm   for  the   search   for 

renewable  energy  sources.  That  is  to 

overcome the energy crisis when the fuel oil 

energy  source  is  decreased  (Diana,  2012). 

The electricity consumption is still in the 

industrial sector, the household sector and the 

transport sector. Transportation sector that 

consumes fuel oil energy, now has started to 

switch    and    developed    vehicles    sourced
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electrical energy. This further indicates an 

increase in electrical demand Electricity (Gao 

& Winfield, 2012). Although the electric- 

powered vehicles development might not 

utilized  by  everyone,  but  to  reduce the fuel 

consumption of vehicles, it has also developed 

natural gas-fueled vehicles to reduce the rate 

of  world  fuel  consumption  (Gabbar  et  al., 

2016). Consumption in the household sector is 

directly  proportional  to  the  growth  in 

population. Population growth should also be 

followed by better economic growth. Beginning 

from the discovery of steam energy sources up 

to a source discovery of electrical energy, it 

has provided significant changes to 

development in each region, creating new 

activities and new needs for human life 

(Mazzeo, 2013). It has shown one way to 

improve the economy is to fulfill the need of 

electricity as an energy source for increased 

productivity and infrastructure supporting the 

economy. 

One of the problems Indonesia is 

geography  position  as  an  archipelago  state 

that   makes   constraints   quite   difficult   to 

increase the electrification ratio, especially in 

eastern Indonesia (Aditya & Addin, 2017). 

Indonesia's electrification ratio in the country - 

most regional countries are still relatively low. 

With   the   electrification   ratio   amounted   to 

88.30%,   there   are   still   many   Indonesian 

people who have not enjoyed electricity, when 

most other people can not imagine how to live 

without electricity. While the ratio electrification 

of Singapore 100%, Brunei 99.7%, Malaysia 

99%,   Thailand   99.3%   and   Vietnam   98%. 
 

Adequate energy needs will  always improve 

living standards for people in all facets of life. 

This   can   be   evidenced   in   countries   - 

. 

developing countries, where the country has 

been  implementing  a  transition  towards 

greater electrification with consideration of the 

impact of economic, social, health and the 

environment. Since energy is a vital factor in 

production (Best et al., 2017). Countries in 

Southeast Asia are beginning to recognize the 

need to diversify their energy sources. This 

needs to be done to reduce dependence on 

import energy. Similarly, Indonesia, which began 

to increase the utilization of natural gas energy 

sources (Birol et al., 2015). In Table 1. 

 

 

 
 
The Energy Policy of Southeast Asian 

Countries,  indicates that  the processing and 

utilization of energy is a thing that must be well 

planned in the long run. 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Data source of electricity in the world 
 

(Banerjee & Choudhury, 2015) 
 

 
Source of electricity in the world today is 

still predominantly use fossil fuels, the details 

of which oil by 37%, natural gas 25% and coal 

21%. Nuclear electricity sources 9% and 8% 

renewable energy sources. Comparison of the 

electricity  source  can  be  seen  in  Figure.  1 

Data   Sources   of   electricity   in   the   world
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Table 1. The Energy Policy of Southeast Asian Countries (Birol et al., 2015) 
 

 

Country Sector Policy and targets 

 
Brunei 

 
Efficiency 

 
Reduce energi intensity by 45% from 2005 levels by 2035 

Darussalam Renewables Achieve 10% of electricity generation from renewable by 2035 
Cambodia Efficiency Reduce energy consumption 20% from BAU level by 2035. 
Indonesia Efficiency Reduce energy intensity by 1% per year to 2025. 

 “New and Increase share of “new and renewable energy” in primary energy 

 renewable 
energy” 

supply to reach 23% by 2025 and 31% by 2050. 

 Climate Reduce GHG emissions 26% from BAU level by 2020, increase to 

 change 41% reduction with enhanced international assistance. 
Lao PDR Efficiency Reduce final energy consumption from BAU level by 10%. 

 Renewable Achieve 30% share of renewable in primary energy supply by 
  2025. 

Malaysia Efficiency Promote energy efficiency in the industry, buildings and domestic 

  sectors 
 Renewables Increase capacity of renewables to 2 080 MW by 2020 and 4 000 

  MW by 2030 

 Nuclear Government is developing plans and undertaking feasibility, site 
selection and regulatory studies. 

 Climate Reduce carbon intensity of GDP by 40% by 2020 from 2005 
 change levels. 

Myanmar Efficiency Reduce energy demand by 10% from BAU level. 

 Renewables Achieve 15% to 18% share of renewables in total generation 

  capacity by 2020. 
Philippines Efficiency Attain energy savings equivalent to 15% of annual final demand 

  relative to BAU by 2020. 

 Renewables Triple the installed capacity of renewables power generation to 
  15GW by 2030 

Singapore Efficiency Reduce energy intensity by 35% by 2030 from 2005 levels 

 Climate 
change 

Reduce GHG emissions by 7% to 11% below BAU levels by 2020, 
which will be increased to 16%, if there is a legally binding global 

  agreement on climate change. 
  Reduce GHG emissions intensity by 36% by 2030 from 2005 

  levels 
Thailand Efficiency Reduce energy intensity by 30% compared with 2010 by 2036 

  through the removal of fossil-fuel subsidies and accelerated 

  energy 
  efficiency improvements. 

 Renewables Renewables to reach 20% of power generation by; biofuels to 
  reach 

  
Nuclear 

20% of transport fuel use by 2036. 
Two commercial reactors have been planned since 2007, although 

  progress has stalled since the Fukushima Daiichi accident. 
Vietnam Efficiency Reduce energy consumption by 5% to 8% by 2015 and 8-10% by 

  2020 relative to BAU 

 Renewables Increase the share of renewables in electricity generation to 4.5% 

  by 
  2020 and 6% by 2030 

 Nuclear Develop 10.7 GW of nuclear power capacity by 2030. 

 

 
 

A  while  electricity  in  Indonesia  is  still 

using fossil fuel / coal and in Indonesia eastern 

includes Sulawesi, Nusa Tenggara, Maluku to 
 

Papua using a power source of fuel oil / diesel
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fuel  and the effect  of  decreasing the 

production of diesel fuel at the oil refineries in 

the country, while the demand for diesel fuel 

requirement  increases,  it  forces  the 

government to import diesel fuel, causing 

increasing burden of state finances. This 

condition causes the diesel fuel to be one 

component of an expensive costs, and the 

impact   on   the   difficulty   of   the   electricity 

demand in eastern Indonesia to fulfill. Included 

also   resulted   in   many   areas   of   unmet 

electricity demand, especially in PPKT (minor 

outlying islands). One of them is on Romang 

Island and surrounding areas, there are included 

in the subdistrict administrative region Romang 

Islands, Southwest Maluku district, Maluku 

Province. Given the Maluku province is the  

State  Border  Area  with  Australia  and Timor-

Leste,  it  already  should  be subject  of study 

to be carried out on all sides, especially the 

considerations of  strategy developments. 

Actions relating to defense strategy includes 

planning and organizational development and 

infrastructure  provision,  the  determination  of 

the best use of resources and sources of 

procurement, identification of work standards 

to  be  achieved,  and  the  establishment  of 

control mechanisms and reporting (Sokolovic 

et al., 2013). Construction of the power plant is 

one of the ventures of strategic actions in the 

form of infrastructure development for the 

provision of a source of energy / resources. Of 

course, in the construction in Romang Island 

Maluku should also refer to the regulations on 

spatial border area in Maluku Province as 

stipulated in Presidential Regulation Number 

33 of 2015, which explained that the border 

area in the province of Maluku is a national 

strategic area, that of national spatial 

arrangement    prioritized   for    has   a   very 

important influence nationally against the 

country's sovereignty, defense and resilience 

of the state, economic, social, cultural or 

environmental. 

 
With yet insufficient source of electrical 

energy in Romang Island, it is necessary to 

find an alternative way out in the form of 

renewable energy sources as a solution to 

energy cryssis, so that people can enjoy the 

support of electrical energy sufficient and 

sustainable. Research this energy source will 

open up investment projects that can provide 

benefits and impact on the economic 

development of the local or regional economy, 

optimization of transportation flows but it also 

have negative effects such as population 

displacement (Andrei et al., 2009). Of course, 

in meeting the need for energy independence 

should still be the best solution by using 

renewable energy sources. Renewable energy is 

an energy source that comes from nature and 

are directly usable on - time, such as a source of 

wind energy, solar energy, wave energy, tidal 

energy, geothermal energy, biofuels energy, 

and others. In this study will be restricted on 

the comparison between wind energy and solar 

energy as a source of electrical energy in 

Romang Island, Southwest Maluku, Indonesia. 

 
2.       MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 
 

In the presidential regulation on spatial 

explained that the border area is an area or 

region in the form of a national strategic area 

and is located on the inner side along the state 

border.   Border   area   in   question   in   this 

research is an area that is located in Maluku 

province, bordering the states of Australia and 

Timor Leste. While the national strategic areas 

can be defined as spatial arrangement areas
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prioritized because it has a very important 

influence nationally against the sovereignty of 

the State, defense and resilience of the State, 

economic, social, cultural, and / or the 

environment, including areas that have been 

designated as world heritage, Spatial planning 

border area in Maluku province has a role as 

an  operational  tool  and  a  means  of 

coordination in implementing development in 

the border area between the Republic of 

Indonesia,  Australia  and East  Timor.  It  also 

serves as a guideline for determining the 

location and function of investments, as well 

as management of border area. Development 

in country border areas should be based on 

the idea of sustainable development with due 

regard to social, economic and environmental 

aspects (seferaj, 2014) 

The energy source that has been used 

is the energy derived from fossil fuels and 

conventional / it can not be updated. The greater  

utilization  and  energy  needs  of  the world it 

will be faster as well the loss of this energy 

source. This prompted many of the modern 

countries to developt and build nuclear reactors 

as an alternative step for future sources of  

electrical energi (Shykinov et al., 

2016)  However, in addition to nuclear energy 
 

can also be used as a replacement source of 

fossil energy is wind energy and solar energy 

as an alternative source of renewable energy 

that will never run out utilized, so that it can be 

interpreted that the definition of renewable 

energy is energy derived from nature and can 

be  used  continuously  without  any  risk  of 

running energy resources. 

PV   (Photovoltaic)   is   a   process   to 

convert  the  radiant  energy  of  the  sun  into 

direct current electrical energy, made of silicon 

material and given additional layer of special 

materials. If the sunshine on the cell the 

electrons  out  of  the  atoms  and  the  flow 

causing an electrical voltage and pass an 

electric generation effort that can be arranged 

either in parallel or in series. Given the energy 

source  is the  sun  then  the  condition  of  the 

electricity generated will be strongly influenced 

by the weather and the movement of the sun 

so that the intensity of the sunlight received by 

the cell will always change, and the generated 

electric  power  becomes  unstable.  PV  has 

been developed and it has been refined of a 

technology called PVGIS (Photovoltaic 

Geographical Information System). This type 

of   PV   is   able  to   adjust   to   the   sunlight 

conditions both when the weather is bright and 

cloudy and also able to adjust the angle of the 

sun's position elevation so that the process of 

changes  solar  radiation  into  electric  current 

can be more efficient. This PV can produce 

electricity of 763 kWh per year (Taus et al., 

2015) The sun's movement in question is the 

movement  of  the  sun  throughout  the  year 

which are always shifting between 23,5º N up 

to 23,5º S. For the geographical position of 

Indonesia in the region around the equator, the 

effects of this condition does not causes too 

big difference, but for a country that 

geographical  located  at  high  latitudes  away 

from  the equator,  the effect  of  these 

differences become apparent. See bellow to 

the Figure 2. The orbit of  earth arround the 

sun.
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Fig. 2. The orbit of the earth arround the sun (Mendez, 2016) 
 

 
 

However, the source of solar energy produced from 

Solar PV is a very good technology and should be 

utilized   to   increase   the   supply   of   electricity 

whenever possible (Rutkowski, 2016). Therefore 

some  of  hybrid  system  are  combined  with  an 

electric power source other to strengthen the power 

of a solar power plant (SPP), for example SPP - 

Genset, SPP - Mikrohydro, SPP - wind power 

(Treado, 2015), even can also be combined in a 3 

sources of  electrical such as solar  power  -  wind 

power – mikrohydro. Solar cells are made of 2 

different layers of silicon and are capable of 

conducting electricity. The lower layer has few 

electrons which are then called the Positive P type, 

the lower layer has more electrons and is called the 

Negative N type. Both of these types are limited by 

an isolator so that they can not be by passed by 

electron flow. In conditions where the electrons can 

not go beyond the insulator there will be no litric 

flow, and when solar radiation occurs to this layer, 

there will be energy generating an electron jump 

capable of passing the insulator. The more intensity 

of sunlight it receives the more electron jumps will 

occur.   From   this   process   the   occurrence   of 

electricity. 

Symptoms of  radiation absorption are then 

converted into electrical energy like this is called PV 

photovoltaic (jurecka et al., 2006), Light can provide 

enough energy to enlarge the number of holes in 

the P and the number of electrons in the N section. 

Based  on  these  PV  phenomena  can  be created 

electronic components PV cell.
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Fig. 3. Section of Solar Cell (Vozel, 2011) 
 

In simple way the workings of this solar 
 

cell  can  be  seen  to  the  diagram  in 

Figure  4.  System  work  of  solar  cell 
 

below.

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Work system of solar cell (Roos & Nelson, 2009) 
 

Solar cell consists of 2 Positive P-type 

layers (located  below)  and  type  N  Negative 

(above). When type N is exposed to sunlight, 

the electrons in the Type N layer will jump over 

the insulator and move to the P type layer : 

a. When the sunlight illuminates the 

N-type layer, the photons will fill 

the layer. 

b.       Photon   will   carry   its   energy 
 

entering the N type layer. 
 

c. Photon will transfer its energy to 

the electron particle in the P type 

layer. 

d. The electrons will jump over the 

insulator and move to the N-type 

layer and escape to the circuit. 

e. Electron   motion   in   this   circuit 

which then generates electrical 

energy. 

 

 
In addition to solar energi which include 

renewable energy in this research is wind 

energy. Wind energy is an energy generated 

from the movement of air that move because 

of the influence of meteorologic law. The 

pressure   difference   between   the   different
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places causes the wind shifts from high 

pressure toward the low pressure region. The 

movement  of  air  or  wind  is  then  used  to 

convert into electrical  energy. In the  energy 

capture of wind, often use the windmills are 

usually  in the coastal  areas and mountains, 

due to the rotating blades required wind speed 

of  2  meters  /  second,  whereas  to  obtain  a 

stable electricity needed wind with a speed of 
 

6-10  m  /  s  ,  so  the  placement  of  these 

windmills should be taken into account where 

the region has a high wind intensity. Utilization 

of wind energy has been supplying 5% of the 

world's energy needs based on data in 2016 

(Mwaniki et al., 2017).

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Wind energy schema (Laboratory, 2007) 
 

In some countries that have developed 

wind potential as a source of power, one way 

to increase the capacity of wind power 

consumption is to utilize an energy storage 

facility  for  storing  electricity  during  a  wind 

power surplus period (Rong et al., 2015). The 

stored electrical energy can be utilized at other 

times when wind energy can not produce 

abundant electrical energy production. In 

addition to providing an economic value to the 

cost of wind powered electricity production it 

must also calculate the layout and area of the 

windmill built (Knapp & Ledenburg, 2015). 

This study uses a Cost Benefit Analysis 
 

CBA, where this method is often used in the 

project development investment (transport 

infrastructure, waste management, research 

centers, land improvement, production or 

distribution of electricity) are expected to provide   

advantages   and   effects   on   other sectors 

such as local economic development or 

regional, optimization of transport flows but may 

also have negative effects such as population 

displacement, noise and environmental  

modifications   (Andrei   et  al., 

2009). This method aims to provide a 

comparison   between   the   costs   and   the 

benefits of a project activity, with the following 

characteristics:
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a. Gives a comparison between the 

costs and benefits in a common 

project, the impact will be felt by 

the   people,   including   things   - 

other things that can not be 

measured by the value of the 

currency. 

b. Analyzing the benefits which the 

benefit must have a value greater 

than zero which means that 

benefits  should  be  greater  than 

the total cost required. And the 

value of these benefits should be 

the largest among the alternative 

value  of  the  other  benefits  that 

can be implemented in a common 

project. 

Step - a step in the use of CBA method 

consists of 8 steps (Andrei et al., 2009) 

that is : 

a.       Identification of projects to create 
 

a scenario and an alternative choice. 
 

b.       Identify the parties will receive the 

benefits and bear the costs 

c.       Evaluating the impact it will have 

and  determine indicators  of 

measurement 

d.       Taking      into      account      the 
 

quantitative effect as long as the project 

is still worthwhile. 

e.       Determining     the     effects     of 

monetary value 

f.        Upgrading the benefits and costs 

g.       Calculating   the   net   economic 

value of a project 

h.       Risk and sensitivity analysis 
 

 
Turning to the ELECTRE method which 

is also used as a method in this study, is one 

of  the  MADM  methods  are  determined  by 

perangkingan  to  value  -  value  pairs  criteria 

(Yan   &   Min,   2016),   The   method   was 

developed  in  Europe  in  the  1960s,  its  use 

when the need for decision-making in many 

cases with little consideration criteria. Step - a 

step in the method ELECTRE-II as follows: 

a. determine the normal value for all 

criteria. The formula in this step 

(1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This formula can not be used if the criteria 

contained one number from any fees, unless the  

criteria  are  changed  prior  to  the scale of the 

level of interest that ultimately all of  the criteria 

are the criteria of  profitability, with a formula 

that is used as follows: 

(2) 
 

 
 

if j is the advantage / benefit, and 
 

 
 

(3) 
 

 
 

if j is an attribute of the cost / cost 
 

 
b. Calculating  the  decision  matrix 

paired with the formula: 

with   wj   is   the   weight   of   the 

interests of criteria to 

j                                                     (4) 
 

 
c. Develop a matrix of concordance 

and disconcordance. The formula 

to determine the concordance 

index is as follows: 

 

 
C (j, k)= J, k = 1,2, ....., n.
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J ≠ k                                               (5) 

The     formula    for    the    index 

Disconcordance: 

d (j, k)                     = 0 
 

if     () ≥ () 
 

 
 

(6) 
 

 
 

j, k = 1,2, ......, k ≠ nj 
 

By (Aj) is the value of alternative j 

on criteria i. 

 

 
d. By setting three-level reduction of 

the threshold value concordance 

P *, Po, P (0 = P = Po = P * = 1) 

and 0 <qo <q * <1 indicates no 

decrease in the level 2 on the 

threshold value disconcordance, 

decision  makers  can  determine 

the relationship between strong 

outranking with the weak. 

Strong  outranking  relationship is 

defined as follows: 

c (j, k) ≥p * d (j, k) ≤q * and W + 

problem in the absence of electrical 

energy in Romang Island and to tap into 

investment for the owners of capital. 

 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Furthermore, it can be considered the 

result  of  calculations on the economic 

aspects of each sources of electricity:

 

≥W- 
 

 
for weak outranking relationship is 

defined by 

c (j, k) ≥p- d (j, k) and W + ≥W- 
 

≤q0 
 

 
e.       Developing a graph representing 

the relationship of dominance among 

alternative 

f.        Determining alternative priority 
 

 
The purpose of this research can 

be explained into several parts that are 

research sourcing of renewable energy 

as   an   alternative   solution   for   the
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a.       SPP  

 

Table 1. Power Cost Calculation SPP
 

Calculation                                                               Interest rate 

5%                                  9%                                 11% 
 

Power costs 124,645,666.67 124,645,666.67 124,645,666.67 
Operation Age (Years) 20 20 20 
Capacity (Kw) 600 600 600 
Capital Cost (US $ / Kwh) 2084.27 2482.00 2767.97 

O and M costs (US $ / Kwh) 447.97 447.97 447.97 
Total Cost (US $ / Kwh) 2532.24 2929.97 3215.07 
  Profit 10%                                                       2785.46                           3222.97                           3536.58   

Investment (USD)                       74,787,400,000.00         74,787,400,000.00         74,787,400,000.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b.       PLTB  

 

Table 2. Power Cost Calculation PLTB
 

Calculation                                                               Interest rate 

5%                                  9%                                 11% 
 

Power costs 168,852,333.33 168,852,333.33 168,852,333.33 
Operation Age (Years) 20 20 20 

Capacity (Kw) 600 600 600 
Capital Cost (US $ / Kwh) 2819.02 3373.19 3758.70 
O and M costs (US $ / Kwh) 447.97 447.97 447.97 
Total Cost (US $ / Kwh) 3266.99 3821.16 4206.67 
  Profit 10%                                                       3593.69                           4203.28                           4627.34   

Investment (USD)                     101,311,400,000.00       101,311,400,000.00       101,311,400,000.00 
 
 

 
c.       NPV calculation of financial feasibility test SPP 

 

Table 3. Calculation of NPV and IRR for the thermal power station SPP 
 

NPV and 
IRR 

 NPV  IRR  

 6% 9% 11% 6% 9% 11 
      % 

 

Solar power 
 

Rp 
135,189,336,609.7 

 

Rp 
119,259,549,108.2 

 

Rp 
111,332,148,055.4 

 

 
24 

 

 
28 

 

 
31 

 2 6 7 % % % 
Wind power Rp Rp Rp    

 174,985,410,781.9 156,111,067,510.2 146,025,482,870.7 23 28 31 
                 8                                   1                                   7                      %         %         %   

 
 

 
Decent / No  NPV  IRR  

 6% 9% 11% 6% 9% 11% 
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Solar power               feasible               feasible                feasible          feasible   feasible   feasible 
  Wind power                 feasible                 feasible                 feasible           feasible     feasible     feasible   

 
 
 

In the table above calculation shows that the NPV and IRR for both types of generation are 

feasible development. 

 

 
d.       Ranking with ELECTRE III Method 

 

Results of ranking according to the method ELECTRE can be seen in Table 4 below 
 

 
Table 4. Aggregate Dominant matrix 

 

alternative 1            alternative 2 
 

alternative 1                        0                             1 
  alternative 2                          0                             0   

 
 

4.       CONCLUSIONS                              AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

a.       Conclusion 
 

The results of this study indicate 

that Romang Island holds the potential 

of renewable energy, with details for the 

solar power potential of 5.1 kWh / m2 

and wind of 5.1 m / s. This potential is 

feasible to be used for solar power 

generation and wind power generation 

fired plant. 

While the results of  the calculation of 

NPV  and  IRR  calculations  show 

numbers       for        SPP       is       Rp 

135,189,336,609.72   (interest   rate   of 
 

6%), Rp 119,259,549,108.26 (9% 

interest), Rp 111,332,148,055.47 and 

fired plant is USD 174 985 410 781, 98 

(6% interest), Rp 156,111,067,510.21 

(9% interest), Rp 146,025,482,870.77 

(11%). 

IRR for the SPP is 24% (6% interest), 
 

28% (9% interest), 31% (11%) and 

thermal power station is 23% (6% 

interest), 28% (9% interest), 31% ( 

interest 11%). This result deserves to be 

developed against both types of these 

plants. 

From the calculation of the value 

of investments to both types of  power 

plants are using CBA showed that the 

development  of  SPP  provides  greater 

benefits than the wind power station. 

From the results out put ELECTRE III 

showed a ranking of alternative electoral 

powerhouse   of   renewable   energy  is 

solar power plants (SPP). 

 

 
b.       Suggestion 
 

Required active role between 

central and local government to attract 

investors in order to ensure the availability 

of sufficient electricity, good quality at a 

reasonable price, in order to realize the 

welfare and prosperity of the people  in  a 

fair  and  equitable  and  to realize a 

sustainable national development, in 

accordance with the Laws of the Republic 

Indonesia Number 

30 / 2009 on Electricity. 
 

To  be  carried  out  research  and 

identification  of  sources  of  renewable
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energy  on  the islands that  has a  low 

electrification ratio to meet the needs of 

a sustainable electrical energy. 
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